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As Ethiopians head to the polls, a dire humanitarian crisis is unfolding. In his first public comments since becoming Iran’s president-elect, Ebrahim Raisi laid out his goals beyond the country ...
Joel Beinin
As clean-up operations continue, we speak to Stanford University History Professor Joel Beinin about his belief that Hamas has positioned itself as "the one force in Palestinian society that stood up ...
A ceasefire, but nothing more: Israel-Gaza conflict as entrenched as ever
The frustration has also trickled over into the teaching ranks as well. Well-respected history professor Joel Beinin, who teaches classes focusing on the modern Middle East and the Israeli-Palestinian ...
Required Pleading
Dialogue between slaves and slaveholders did not bring about emancipation. As historian Joel Beinin said, “Dialogue can have a positive outcome only if it is conducted among equals.” ...
Why (and how) the US should intervene in the Holy Land
that are part of a global left;” Stanford’s Joel Beinin, a self-proclaimed Marxist and rabid anti-Zionist who singles out Israel for criticism of its varied and frequent transgressions ...
Open Hillel welcomes the enemy into the Jewish tent
But it was the humanities and social-science professors who popularized the anti-Israel boycott movement: Judith Butler, Gil Anidjar, Hatem Bazian, Joel Beinin, Lisa Duggan, Richard Falk ...
Will the Boycott-Israel Clique co-opt the Scientific Community?
Nissim Rejwan tells us, quoting W.H. Auden, that he always fought for the right to remain “a private face in a private place.” Readers of good faith will want to respect his declared intentions. Yet ...
The Last Jews in Baghdad
Since Ramadan — the Islamic holy month of fasting —began, Israel took several steps to make the lives of Palestinians harder than they already are. None of them are unprecedented, but the ...
When Jerusalem sneezes, Gaza catches the cold: Should Israel expect a Palestinian Intifada?
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of $350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of Your Humble and ...
The Weekend Jolt
Nissim Rejwan tells us, quoting W.H. Auden, that he always fought for the right to remain “a private face in a private place.” Readers of good faith will want to respect his declared intentions. Yet ...
The Last Jews in Baghdad
Since Ramadan — the Islamic holy month of fasting —began, Israel took several steps to make the lives of Palestinians harder than they already are. None of them are unprecedented, but the ...
When Jerusalem sneezes, Gaza catches the cold: Should Israel expect a Palestinian Intifada?
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of $350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of Your Humble and ...
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